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This paper is concerned with the relationship between the computational and 
fixpoint semantics of nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a recursive definition, there are two usual approaches towards its 
semantics, namely: 
(1) Computational approach: The recursive definition is used recur- 
sively as an algorithm, subject o some computational rules for computing an 
equation. 
(2) Fixpoint approach: The recursive definition is regarded as a 
functional equation. Functions satisfying this equation are known as fix- 
points. 
For the computational pproach, it is obvious that different computational 
rules will yield different computed functions (e.g., see Manna (1974)). 
Therefore, we have a class of computed functions for every recursive 
definition. Since a recursive definition may have many fixpoints, there is also 
a class of fixpoints for it. 
Let e and f be any computed function and fixpoint of the recursive 
definition r, respectively. An obvious but fundamental problem is: What is 
the relationship between c and f?  Let us recall briefly some already achieved 
results. Details can be found in Cadiou and Manna (1972) and Francez et 
al. (1977). 
For a particular class of deterministic recursive definitions, Cadiou and 
Manna have proved that c ~f ,  where ~ is the less defined or equal ordering. 
Francez et al. have suggested that this relationship can be extended to the 
class of nondeterministic recursive definitions by using the set-theoretic 
inclusion ordering instead. However, as pointed out by de Bakker (1976), the 
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set-theoretic inclusion ordering is not appropriate in developing the fixpoint 
theory of nondeterministic recursive definitions; the Egli (1975) ordering 
should be applied instead. Presented in this paper is the relationship between 
c and f for a class of nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Firstly, we present he syntax and semantics of our model of nondeter- 
ministic recursive definitions, which is an extension of that of Cadiou and 
Manna (1972). 
Syntax 
Terms are basic elements of our model. The symbols from which terms are 
constructed, consist of: 
(1) Constants: 
(i) The constant symbols: a,b, c ..... 
(ii) The nary multivalued given function symbols:fn, g", .... 
(2) Variables: 
(i) The individual variable symbol: x. 
(ii) The function variable symbol: F. 
For simplicity, we study only the class of recursive definitions with a 
single individual variable and a single function variable. Extension of the 
presented results to systems of recursive definitions with several variables is 
straightforward. 
DEFINITION. A term is defined recursively as: 
(1) a and x are terms; 
(2) if al,..., a n (n >~ 1) are terms, thenfn(al  ..... an) is a term; 
(3) if a is a term, then F(a) is a term; 
(4) the terms are exactly those obtained by applying (1), (2) or (3) 
finitely many times. 
Semantics 
Let D be the interpretation domain. We interpret a's as the values of a's of 
D. f "  is interpreted as fn which is a multivalued function from D into non- 
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empty subsets of D. However, the boldface will be disregarded whenever 
there is no confusion, andf  ~ will be written asf .  
In this study, D is a flat partially ordered set, that is, D contains a least 
element denoted by co which represents "undefined," such that for all a, 
b C D, a _~ b implies a is co or a is b, where ___ is the less defined or equal 
ordering. 
DEFINITION. For any terms a, fl and Y, S(a, fl, 7) is used to denote the set 
of all possible terms obtained by replacing zero or more occurrences of fl by 
a in 7. S(a, fl, 7) can be defined recursively as: 
(1) Supposef l  is 7. 
S(a,~,  7) = {y, a}. 
(2) Suppose fl is not y. 
(i) if Y is a, then S(a, fl, Y) = {at; 
(ii) if 7 is x, then S(a, fl, y)= {x}; 
(iii) if y is gn(y~ ..... Yn), then 
S(a, fl, Y) = { gn(fil ..... cSn): 5 i E S(a, fl, 7i) Vi, 1 ~< i~< n/; 
(iv) if 7 is F(6), then 
S(a, fl, Y)= {F(a): a C S(a, fl, c5)}. 
It should be noted that only F and x are variable symbols. For any term 
a, we may write it as a(F,x) so as to identify the variable symbols. If the 
term a is free of F or x, we may write it as a(x) or a(F), respectively. We 
denote the n-tuple (al ..... an) by ~7, where a~ ..... % are terms. 
DEFINITION. For any term/~, a(F, fl) is the term obtained by replacing x 
by fl, which is defined recursively as: 
(1) if a is a, then a(F, fl) is a; 
(2) if a is x, then a(F, fl) is fl; 
(3) if a is g"(a 1 ..... a.), then 
a(F, fl) is g~(al(F, fl) ..... a,(F, fl)); 
(4) i f  a is F(y), then a(F,f)  is F(7(F, fl)). 
For any term a, if interpretations of F and x are assigned, a could be 
evaluated. Suppose f and d are the interpretations assigned to F and x, 
respectively. We use {a(f, d)} to denote the set of all possible values of the 
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evaluated term a, and a(f ,  d) as an element of {a(f, d)}. Then, {a(f, d)} is 
defined recusively as: 
(1) if a is a, then {a(f, d)} = {a}; 
(2) if a is x, then {a(f, d)} = {d}; 
(3) if a is gn(a, ..... an), then 
{a(f, d)} = (9 {gn(al(f,d ) ..... an(f, d)) }; 
~(f,d)  ~ [ff(,r,d) } 
where d(f, d) is used to denote (al(f,  d) ..... an(f, d)); 
(4) if a is F(fl), then 
{a(f, d)} = (. .)  {f(fl(f, d))}. 
/3(f,d) ~ [/3¢f,d)l 
Let MF(D) denote the set of all multivalued functions from D into 
nonempty subsets of D. 
DEFINITION. A computation of a term a(F, x) with d E D assigned to x, 
by using a nondeterministic recursive definition F(x) ~ r(F, x) is defined as 
a sequence of terms {ai: i >/1 } such that 
(1) a, is a(F,d) ;  
(2) for i ~> 1, we have either 
(i) ai+ ~ E S(fl, 7, ai), where 7 is a term within a i, fl is free of x and 
{ f l ( f )}c  {7(./')} for every fEMF(D)  (Note: c is the nonstrict subset 
relation) or 
(ii) ai+, E S(T(F, fl), F(fl), ai), where fl is any term free of x. 
From the definition, it is obvious that a; is free of x for every i/> 1. As a 
remark, (2)(i) and (2)(ii) in the above definition correspond respectively to 
the steps of simplification and substitution in evaluating a nondeterministic 
recursive definition. 
DEFINITION. A computation {a;: i~> 1} of a(F,d) is said to terminate 
with a E D, if there exists some j, j >~ 1, such that aj is a and a is not co. 
DEFINITION. A function c C MF(D) is said to be a computed function of 
the nondeterministic recursive definition F(x)~ r(F, x), if for every d ~ D 
(1) there is a computation of F(d) which does not terminate, when 
a~ C {c(d)}; and 
(2) there is a computation of F(d) which terminates with a, for every 
a E ({c(d)}\{co}). 
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As pointed out, different computational rules will yield different computed 
functions (e.g., see Manna (1974)), and therefore there is a class of 
computed functions for a recursive definition. For any recursive definition 
F(x) ~ r(F, x), we use CF(r) to denote the set of all its computed functions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following recursive definition over 
D = {co, 0, 1, 2, 3 .... } 
F(x) ~ r(F, x): IF x - co THEN co ELSE (IF x ~ 0 
THEN (0 OR co) ELSE (x ORx- -  10RF(x -  1))) 
with the standard interpretation o f -  (with 0 -  1 is co and co -  1 is co). 
Let /"  denote the extended set of truth values, that is, F = { T, F, co }. 
The interpretation of IF -THEN-ELSE from F × D X D into D is: 
IF p THEN s ELSE t is 
s ifp is T 
t ifp is F 
co ifp is co. 
The interpretation of OR from D × D into nonempty subsets o lD  is: a OR b 
is {a, b}. 
The interpretation of = from D × D into F is: 
I 
T if a, b C D and a -- b, 
a -= b is or a and b are co 
F otherwise. 
Let e be defined as: 
l{co} i fx is co, 0 or 1 
{c(x)} = {co, x -  2} otherwise. 
c is a computed function of the recursive definition, because 
(1) when x is co, there is a computation 
F(co) ~ IF co ~_ co THEN co ELSE (IF co ~ 0 THEN (0 OR co) 
ELSE (co OR co -  1 OR F (co -  1))) 
~co;  
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when x is 0, there is a computat ion  
F (0)  ~ IF  0 -~ co THEN co ELSE  ( IF  0 --= 0 THEN (0 OR co) 
ELSE  (0 OR 0 - 1 OR F (0  - 1))) 
~0ORgo 
- -+go;  
when x is 1, there is a computat ion  
F (1)  ~ IF  1 -~ go THEN co ELSE  ( IF  1 = 0 THEN (0 OR co) 
ELSE  (1 OR 1 - 10RF(1  - 1))) 
1 OR 1 - 1 OR F(1 - 1) 
-~ r (0 )  
---} , , ,  
---}co; 
when x is greater than 1, there exist computat ions  
F(x )  ~ IF  x -= co THEN gO ELSE ( IF  x - 0 
THEN (0 OR co) ELSE  (x OR x -- 1 OR r (x  - -  1))) 
~ x O R x -  10RF(x -  1) 
~ F(x  - 1) 
--, I F  (x -- I )  --= gO THEN co ELSE  ( IF  (x --  1) - 0 
THEN (0 OR co) ELSE  (x --  1 OR (x -- 1) -- 1 
OR F( (x  - -  1) - -  1 ) ) )  
-~x- -  1 OR (x - -  1 ) -  1 ORF( (x -  1 ) - -  1) 
-}x - -  2 .  
F(x )  -~ ".. 
--} r (x -  1) 
--}  , , ,  
+F(1)  
--), . , .  
--}gO. 
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DEFINITION. A function fC  MF(D) is said to be a fixpoint of the 
recursive definition F(x )~ T(F,x) over D, if {f(d)} = {r(f, d)} for every 
dED.  
The existence and characterization f fixpoints have been studied recently 
(e.g., see de Bakker (1976)) and will not be discussed here. For any recursive 
definition F(x) ~ r(F, x), we use FIX(r) to denote the set of all its fixpoints. 
3. RELATION BETWEEN COMPUTED FUNCTIONS AND FIXPOINTS 
In order to derive the relation between computed functions and fixpoints, 
three lemmas are introduced. 
LEMMA 1. For any terms a, fl and y, /f {a(f,d)} c {fl(f,d)} then 
{fi(f, d)} c {y(f, d)} for every ~ C S(a, fl, y), where d ~ D and f C MF(D). 
Proof. (1) Suppose fl is y. The proof follows immediately from the 
definition of S(a, fl, y). 
(2) Suppose fl is not y. By structural induction on y. 
(i) Basis step. The proof is straightforward if y is a or x. 
(ii) Induction step. (a) Suppose y is gn(71 ..... Yn)" For any 
5ES(a ,  fl, 7), say g"(b, ..... a,), where f i iGS(a, fl, yi) and {a , ( fd )}c  
{yi(f, d)} Vi, 1 ~< i~ n; then we have 
{5(f, d)} = { g"(5, ..... a,)(f, d)} 
= U {g"(5,(f,d) ..... ~n(f, d))} 
~(f,d)~{S(f, d)] 
c 0 { g"(y,(f, d) ..... y.(f, d))} 
)7(f,d) e { 17(f,d) ] 
as /a(f, d)} ~ {F(f, d)} 
= { g"(71 ..... Yn)(f, d)} 
= {y(f, d)}. 
(b) Suppose y is F(5). The proof is similar to the proof of (a). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. For any terms a and fl, we have 
{a(F, f i )( f ,d)}= 
for every d ~ D and f~ MF(D). 
U 
/3~Y,d) e {,30",d))) 
{a(~(~ d))} 
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Proof. By structural induction on a. 
(1) Basis step. If a is a or x, then the proof follows directly from the 
definition. 
(2) Induction step. (i) Suppose a is gn(a 1 ..... an). 
{ a( F, , d)} 
= {gn(a,(F, fl) ..... a,(F, fl))(fi d)} 
= (.J { g" (a, (F, fi)(f, d) ..... a n (F, fl)(f, d)) } 
ff(F,~)(f,d)e[~(F, /3,) (f,d) } 
= U (9 { gn (a 1 (f, fl(f, d)) ..... an( f, fl(f, d)))} 
ff(f,~(f,d))E{ff(f,B(f,d))} B(f,d)e{B(f,d)} 
by induction hypothesis 
= 0 {g"(a, ..... a.)( f ,  fl(f, d))} 
/3(f,d) e {~(f,d)} 
= U {a(f, fl(d, d))}. 
/~(f,d) ~ [/3( f,d)} 
(ii) Suppose a is F(y). The proof is similar to the proof of (i). 
As a result of Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. For any computation {ai: i >/1 } of a(F, x) with d assigned to 
x by using F(x) ~ r(F, x), we have 
(i) {a(f, d)} = {al(f) }, and 
(ii) {a,+l(f)} c {a,(f)} ¥i>~ 1 
for every fE  FIX(r). 
Proof. Since a,(F) is a(F, d), obviously {a(fi d)} = {a,(f)}. 
(1) Suppose a;+j ~ S(fl, y, a i with {fi(g)} c {7(g)} for every g E MF(D). 
It follows from Lemma i that {a;+,(f)} c {a;(f)}. 
(2) Suppose ai+ 1 C S(r(F, fl),F([3), ai). It follows from Lemma 2 that 
{r(F, fl)(f)} = (J {r(f, fl(f))} 
/369 e 1/309} 
= U {f(fl(f))/ 
/3(f) e {/3(f) } 
asf is  a fixpoint 
-- {F(fl)(f)}. 
Therefore, {ai+ l(f)} c {ai(f) } after Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
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We are ready now to state and prove the relation between computed 
functions and fixpoints of a nondeterministic recursive definition. 
THEOREM. For any reeursive definition F(x)~v(F,x),  we have 
(/c(d)}\{co}) c {f(d)} for any dE D, e C CF(r) and f E FIX(r). 
Proof. For any eCCF(r), if {e(d)}\{co } is empty, the conclusion is 
immediate. 
For any a C ({e(d)} \{co}), there exists a computation {ai:i >/1} such that 
a 1 is F(d) and there exists somej, j~> 1 such that ctj is a. 
For any fC  FIX(v), it follows from Lemma 3 that {ai(f) } c {f(d)} for 
every i >/1. Since aj is a, therefore a ~ {f(d)}. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let fand  e be defined as 
t4co/ i fx  is co 
If(x)} = l~ 't{co, 0, 1 ..... x} otherwise, 
{c(x)/___ t{o9} i f x  is co, 0 or 1 
l{co, x -- 2} otherwise. 
Consider the recursive definition of Example 1. As shown in Example l, e 
is a computed function, and one can easily show that f is a fixpoint of this 
recursive definition. 
By the definition o f f  and c, we have ({c(x)}\{co})c {f(x)} for every 
xCD.  
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented the relationship between computed 
functions and fixpoints of nondeterministic recursive definitions, that is, 
({c(d)}\{co}) c {f(d)} for any d ~ D, c C CF(v) andfC  FIX(r). 
We have not used the definition of any ordering that should be used in 
developing the fixpoint theory of nondeterministic recursive definitions. If we 
assume /e(d)/ and {f(d)} each containing only one element, that is, deter- 
ministic recursive definitions are being considered, then {c(d)}\{co} is either 
empty or identical to {f(d)}. Thus, we have Cadiou and Manna's result 
immediately. In other words, this relationship is reduced to less defined or 
equal ordering for the class of deterministic recursive definitions. 
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